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Abstract 
Wei, J., Correctness of fixpoint transformations, Theoretical Computer Science 129 (1994) 123-142. 
Formal languages, recursive program schemes, program transformations and many other theories in 
computer science are closely related to systems of equations on various algebraic structures. 
Transformations on equations usually show important properties of the original problems. A trans- 
formation on a system of equations is said correct if it keeps the desired solution unchanged. In this 
paper correctness of transformations, especially fixpoint transformations, is investigated. Based on 
general representations of these transformations, necessary and sufficient conditions judging their 
correctness are given. Applications of the results are illustrated with various examples. 
1. Introduction 
Many theories in computer science, such as formal languages [lo, 1, 3,4] and 
program transformations [2,9,5], are related to systems of algebraic equations. 
Transformations of the equations often provide new insight into the original problems 
and usually expose interesting properties. For instance, in [3], by viewing a context- 
free grammar as a system of equations in some algebra, the author obtained natural 
proofs of elimnating E-rules, Greibach normal form, etc. Transformations on a system 
of equations may change the solution set, those that preserve the desired solutions are 
called correct transformations. The correctness of transformations has been widely 
studied [1-S] in different frameworks. However, only finite transformations, e.g., 
unfolding [3], and some forms of fixpoint transformations are dealt with in the 
literature, and the underlying algebraic systems in which the equations are formed are 
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usually specific. The objective of this paper is to study the correctness of transforma- 
tions, especially fixpoint transformations, in a general setting. 
To see what a fixpoint transformation is, we take context-free grammars as an 
example. The following are the production rules of a context-free grammar defining 
a language 9 on Z = {a, b}, S is the start symbol: 
S+ASa 1 b, 
A +SbA / a. 
Traditionally, we use the derivation relation +* generated from + to define 9 by 
dP={WEC*:S+* w}. But if we consider grammar nonterminals as variables, we 
could also represent the generation rules as a group of algebraic equations on boolean 
algebra ((L: LgC*}, u, n) by simply translating the grammar operators ( , . into set 
union and concatenation operators, respectively: I a u, * ., ~==-{a} nd b+(b), where 
1, on the left side are grammar operators and u, . on the right side are set operators. 
Both . operators are usually omitted in expressions and {u} is still wrj,tften as a. Let 9, 
4 be set variables, the set concatenation operator. is defined as: g.9 = {wr w2: wr ~9, 
w~E$}. So the production rules can be translated into the following equations: 
Y=sdr4Yaub, 
d=Ybdua. 
As proved by Ginsburg and Rice [lo], the value of Y in the least solution of the 
equations is exactly the language 9. A normal unfolding transformation would 
transform the above equation to 
Y=ddYaub, 
d=(dYaub)bdua=d9’abdubbdua 
by applying the first equation to the second one. Such normal transformations usually 
expand the solution set (see Theorem 3.4) but keep the least solution (see [3] or 
Theorem 2.12). 
A fixpoint transformation will resolve some variables by taking all the other 
variables as “constants”. For example, by applying Arden’s lemma to the second 
equation (resolving &‘) we have d=((Yb)*a, and using this in the first equation we 
transform the equations into 
9 = (Yb)*aYa u b, 
d=Ybdub. 
Another fixpoint transformation can resolve the variable 9’ in the first equation (but it 
cannot be expressed by a regular expression). Of course, we can also have a fixpoint 
transformation that resolves both Y and d simultaneously and get an explicit solution. 
Fixpoint transformations generate more complicated functions among the vari- 
ables, like d = (Yb)*a, and the correctness of such transformations is not easily seen. 
We will see later that most fixpoint transformations are correct (Theorem 2.14). 
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In general, let P be a poset, Fi: P” -+P, in { 1,2, . , n}, n is a natural number. 
A system of equations on P is of a form 
Xl =F,(x), 
x2 = f-2(4, (1) 
where x=(x1, x2, . . . . x,) is a variable on P”. Then a function F : P”+P” can be 
derived: F(a)li=Fi(a), where UEP” and i~{l, 2 ,..., n}, i.e. F(a)=(F,(a), F2(a), . . . . 
F,(a)). Sometimes we simply write F =(F,, F2, , F,). The system of equations (1) 
can then be expressed as x = F(x). 
It is easily seen that the set of solutions of the system of equations is flxp(F), the set 
of fixed points of F, and the least solution of the equations is lfixp(F), the least fixed 
point of F. A transformation on a system of equations is to replace variables in the 
equations by their other “equivalent” expressions. Some examples are as follows. 
Transformation 1 (Unfolding). A transformation on the system of equations (1) may 
change it to 
xi =F,(x), 
xz = Fz (4, 
(2) 
X~=F~(X~,XZ,...,X~-~,F~(X),X~+~,...,X~-~,F~(X),X~+~,...,X,), 
x, = F, (4, 
in which Xi is replaced by Fi(X) and Xj by Fj (x) in the equation xk = Fk (x) simultaneously. 
Transformation 2 (Fixpoint transformation). A transformation can transform the 
system of equations (1) to 
x1 =F,(x), 
x2 = f’2 (4, 
(3) 
x, = F,(x). 
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This transformation replaces ~(Xj).Fj(X) for Xj in the equation xk=Fk(x), and the 
equation Xi ==p(xi).Fi(x) for the equation Xi =F~(x), where p(x,,,).F,(x) is the least 
solution of y=F,(xl ,..., x,_i,y, x,+i, . . . . x,), WE{ 1, 2, . , VI} (assume it exists). 
Transformation 3 (Fixpoint transformation). Let the system of equations (3) be 
x = n(x), then the system of equations (1) can also be transformed into 
x1 =F,(x), 
x2 = F2 (4, 
x, = F, (4, 
where Xi is substituted by F,(x) and Xj by ~(Xj).Fj(x) in the equation x~=F~(x), and 
the equation x,=Fi(x) by xi=p(xi).Ui(x). 
Generally, after a transformation, a system of equations x = F(x) becomes a new 
system of equations x= T(x), i.e., equation xi=Fi(x) is transformed into equation 
Xi = T;(x), in { 1,2, . . , n}. Clearly, T is derived from F in some way. 
We observe that in most cases the least solution of a system of equations is the 
desired one. In most frameworks [l, 3-51 continuous functions are required to 
guarantee the existence of least fixed points, but actually a weaker general condition 
exists, i.e., every monotone function on a complete partially ordered set has a least fixed 
point [ll, 161. Therefore, we will assume in this paper that the least solution is the 
desired one, so the correctness of a transformation equals to whether it preserves the 
least solution. Furthermore, we assume that the equations are on complete partially 
ordered sets, and the functions defining the equations are monotone. These assump- 
tions are minimal in the sense that monotone is quite weak, and for all monotone 
functions on a partially ordered set to have a least fixed point it is necessary and 
sufficient for the partially ordered set to be complete [16]. With these simple assum- 
ptions, our results will be kept most general. 
Although fixed-point properties of functions on posets are widely studied 
[ 18,11, 16,7,20] and applied [ 11,12,15,2,9], only some sufficient conditions for the 
correctness of specific transformations have appeared [l-20]. To study the correct- 
ness of transformations, we need an explicit abstract representation of them. In this 
paper, first a class of functions, called transformution functions, which cover all the 
nonfixpoint transformations is defined, and a necessary and sufficient condition 
judging their correctness is given. Then transformation functions are enriched to 
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Lemma 2.2 (Hitchcock and Park [ll]). The above p-trans$nite sequence is well 
defined. It is a chain and satisjes that for all CI, /I, a<b<p implies f”(l)@(l). 
Furthermore, there exists an ordinal o < p such that l$xp(f) =f”(_L)=lub{ f’(l): 
w-d. 
Remark 2.3. The restriction on p is not essential. It can be any ordinal of cardinality 
greater than the cardinality of P, i.e. for any ordinal $>,u, we could also have 
a p’-transfinite sequence {f”(l): ci < $} and further, lub{f6(1): 6<p}=lub(fs(l): 
h-cp’}. In fact, for any ordinal o’>a,f”‘(l)=f”(l). 
If every monotone function on a poset has a least fixed point, then the poset is said 
to have a leastjxed point property. It is proved [16] that a poset has a least fixed point 
property iff it is a cpo. This, in some sense, shows that cpo and monotone functions are 
the weakest requirement to guarantee the existence of a least fixed point of a function 
on a poset. In the paper we will work on cpos and monotone functions to keep our 
results most general. 
Definition 2.4 (Lazy set). Let F: P” -+P” be a monotone function and y be the least 
ordinal of cardinality greater than that of P”. For jEZ,,= (1,2, , n}, if Va <y: 
F”(O)lj= I, then we say that F is lazy at j. Let O(F) be the set {jsl,: F is lazy at j}, 
called the lazy set of F. 
We will define transformation functions and fixpoint transformation functions in 
Definitions 3.4 and 3.7. First we have the following definition. 
Definition 2.5 (Correctness). Let F: P” +P” be a monotone function. A (fixpoint) 
transformation function d of F is said correct if Ifixp(F)=lfixp(d). 
Conventions. In what follows, (P, <) is supposed to be a cpo with least element 1. q 
is the least ordinal of cardinality greater than the cardinality of P”. I, stands for the 
set ( 1,2, . , n}. i, j range over I, and r ranges over the power set of I,,. F, G range over 
monotone functions on P”. Gi stands for the ith projection of G, which is defined 
as G,: P”-+P, Gi(a)=G(a)li, kl, and aEP”. Sometimes Gi appears also as Gli, espe- 
cially when the expression of G is complex. Lower-case greek letters usually denote 
ordinal numbers. < will be used to denote both < and 6” when no confusion can 
arise. 
2.2. Transformation functions 
Before introducing transformation functions, we first define the so-called nar- 
rowings of F. 
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Definition 2.6 (Narrowings). A narrowing of F is a function N : P”+P” constructed 
from F and a subset r c I, as follows: for all UEP”, 
N(a)li= 
F(a)li if i~r, 
ali if i$r, 
T is called the focus of N, denoted as R(N). 
Remark 2.7. A narrowing N of F is the same as F except that N does not affect the 
components out of its focus. Sometimes we write N as N,,,, to emphasize its focus. In 
fact, for every Y c I,,, there is exactly one narrowing of F, namely, N,. Actually there 
are only 2” different narrowings of F. The narrowing with empty set 0 as its focus, No, 
is the identity on P”. 
A transformation function is composed of pieces of narrowings, and is defined 
inductively in Definition 2.8, it also defines the focus of such a transformation function 
T> f(T). 
Definition 2.8 (Transformation functions). Let F : P”+ P” be a function, then 
(1) a narrowing N of F is a transformation function of F. Its focus is f(N); 
(2) if T(l), T”’ are transformation functions of F, then their composition, TC2’TC1’, 
is a transformation function of F: ~(TC2’T(“)=$(T(“)u$(TC2’); 
(3) if T’“, T”‘, . . . , T(“’ are transformation functions of F, then the function 
T: P”-+P” constructed by Ti= T’i’ji for icl, is a transformation function of F: 
y(T)={i~l,: iEy(T”‘))}. 
Remark 2.9. It is seen easily that with (3), (1) can be simplified as follows: 
No and F are transformation functions of F. Their focuses are fl and I,, respectively. 
So, there is actually no need of introducing narrowings here. We choose this because 
of its uniformity with the definition of fixpoint transformation functions. 
With this definition, Transformation 1 (unfolding) can be expressed as T: P”+P”, 
Tl = NC,, Il if 1~1, A 1 #k and Tk = NIk’Nci, jl Ik. But the fixpoint transformations (Trans- 
formations 2 and 3) cannot be expressed by transformation functions. 
If Tand T’ are both transformation functions of F and T= T’, i.e. they are the same 
function on P”, at a first glance we see that they may have different focuses. In general 
this is true, but their focuses are tightly related. 
Theorem 2.10 (Invariant). Let T (I’ Tt2’ be transformation functions of F, and , 
T(“= TC2’, i.e. T”’ and TC2’ are the same function on P”, then 2(T”‘)uO(F)= 
jj(T’2’)uO(F). 
Remark 2.11. By this theorem we know that although a transformation on a system 
of equations F may be expressed in many different ways, all those transformation 
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functions T of F representing it will have MU O(F) as an invariant. We denote 
y(T)u O(F) by V(T). This is an important invariant of a transformation. 
One of our main results is the following theorem about the correctness of trans- 
formation functions. 
Theorem 2.12 (Correctness of transformation functions). A transformation function 
T C$ F is correct, i.e. lfixp(F) = lfixp( T), if and only if g(T) = I,,. 
In Section 3 Theorems 2.10 and 2.12 will be proved and other properties of 
transformation functions will also be studied. 
2.3. Fixpoint transformation functions 
To define fixpoint transformation functions, we need at first to define jixpoint 
narrowings. A rigorous definition of fixpoint narrowing needs some effort and will be 
given in Definition 4.2. Here we just give an intuitive explanation. 
Fixpoint narrowings are intended to express fixpoint transformations that resolve 
systems of equations partially in some variables, as shown by Transformations 2 and 
3. As a further example, let u and u be two variable vectors, A(u, u), B(u, u) be two 
expressions, and 
u=A(u, u), 
u= B(u, u) 
(5) 
be a system of equations. The first equation u = A(u, u) may be solved in U, viewing u as 
constant. Let p(~).A(u, u) be the least solution, thereby we obtain a function 
H(u)=p(u).A(u, u). Equations (5) can be transformed into, for instance, 
u=H(u), 
(6) 
u = B(H(u), a). 
Fixpoint narrowings are designed to express such H. More precisely, a fixpoint 
narrowing r of F with focus d(r) =r ~1, is a function on P”. Without loss of 
generality, suppose r = { 1, 2, . . . , i}. Then for ae P”, r(a) = (b, , b2, . . . , bi, ai + 1, . . . , a,,), 
where (b,, bZ, .,., bi) is the least solution of the following simultaneous equations: 
YI =FI(Y’)> 
YZ =Fz(y’X 
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Now a fixpoint transformation function can be defined similarly by composing 
pieces of fixpoint narrowings and narrowings. 
Definition 2.13 (Fixpoint transformation functions). Let F: P”+P” be a monotone 
function, then 
(1) a narrowing N of F is a fixpoint transformation function of F. Its focus is y(N); 
(2) a fixpoint narrowing r of F is a fixpoint transformation function of F. Its focus 
is 4(r); 
(3) if ZZ(‘), Hc2) are fixpoint transformation functions of F, then their composition, 
H7’2)H(1), is a fixpoint transformation function of F: f(nc2)nc1))=~(nc”)u~(~(2)); 
(4) if n(l), Z7(2), . . , II(‘) are fixpoint transformation functions of F, then the func- 
tion ll: P”+P” constructed by ~i=n”‘li for igl, is a fixpoint transformation func- 
tion of F: 2(n)={i~l,,: i~$(fl(‘))}. 
It is easily seen that fixpoint Transformation 2 can be expressed by fixpoint 
transformation functions. Transformation 2 is: Z7, = Ntl) I l if 1~1, A 1# i, k, and 
ni=r(i)lir nk=N{!i)r{j)lk~ 
A fixpoint transformation function has a similar invariant property like Theorem 
2.10, and for the correctness, we also have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.14 (Correctness of fixpoint transformation functions). 1f 17 is a jxpoint 
transformation function of F, then lfixp(F) = Ifixp(ll) ij” and only g%?‘(H) = I,. 
Properties of fixpoint narrowings and fixpoint transformation functions will be 
studied in Section 4. 
3. Correctness of transformation functions 
In what follows, T is assumed to be a transformation function of F, if not otherwise 
stated. First we repeat two known facts for later use. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, Go) be a cpo and A, B be chains of it. Xffor all UEA there exists 
bE B such that a < b, then lub A Gx lub B. 
Lemma 3.2. Let CcPn be a chain ofP”, then (lubC)li=lub{cli: ceC},for iEZ,,. 
Theorem 3.3. Let N be a narrowing of F and aeP”, then 
(1) N is monotone, 
(2) N(a)lj=alj if&$&W), 
(3) fixp(F) G fixp(N). 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
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Theorem 3.4. Let T be a transformation function of F and aEP”, then 
(1) T is monotone, 
(2) T(a)Ij=alj ifj$2(TL 
(3) fixp(F)~fixp(T). 
Proof. With Theorem 3.3, a simple structural induction on Twill suffice, details are 
omitted. 0 
Remark 3.5. Usually, fixp(F) #fixp(T), 1.e. a transformed system of equations will 
normally have more solutions than the original one. For example, let n= 1 and 
P= {I, t, f} with I d I, I d t and J_ <J: For a function neg : P-+P defined as 
neg(x)= t 
1 
I if x=I, 
if x=L 
f if x= t, 
we see fixp(neg) = {I}. Obviously, neg 0 neg is a transformation function of neg, and 
fixp(neg 0 neg) = {I, t, f}. 
Corollary 3.6. lfixp( T) d lfixp(F). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4(3), fixp(F)~fixp(T), then Ifixp(F)~fixp(T), so lfixp(T)d 
Ifixp(F). 17 
Theorem 3.7. Let T be a transformation function of F and jcl,; then for all CI < q, if 
jEf(T) then T(Fa(0))lj>Fa+‘(O)lj otherwise T(F”(O))Ij=F”(O)lj. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction on T. Note that the theorem 
implies that for all c~<y and jEI,,, T(F”(O))(j>, F”(O)lj, i.e. T(F”(O))a F”(O). 
Basis: If T is a narrowing of F, say, N, with y(T) = R(N), then from Definition 2.6 
we have T(F”(O))lj=N(F”(O))Ij=F(F”(O))lj=F””(O)/j if jE$(N); and T(F’(O))Ij= 
N(F”(O))lj=F”(O)[j if j$f(N). 
Induction: According to the structure of T, there are two cases. 
Case i: T= T(‘)T(l), where T (l) T(‘) are transformation functions of F. Suppose , 
the theorem holds true for T”’ and T’*‘. 
If jgf(T), then jc2(T”‘) or jEf(T@)). If jE#‘(Tc2)), from the induction 
hypothesis we get T’l’(F”(0))>,F’(O); hence T(F”(O))lj= T’2’(T”‘(F”(0)))lj3 
Tc2’(Fa(0))Ij~F~‘1(0)Ij. If j$$(Tc2)), then jEy(T(‘)), from Theorem 3.4(2) 
and the induction hypothesis, we have T(F”(O))Ij= Tc2)(Tc1)(Fa(0)))lj= 
T”‘(F”(O))lj>,F’+‘(O)lj. 
Ifj$y(T), then j$f(T”‘) and j$j(Tc2)). So by Theorem 3.4(2) and the induction 
hypothesis we get T(F”(O))lj= Tc2’(Tc”(Fu(0)))lj= T”‘(F”(O))Ij=F’(O)lj. 
Case ii: Ti = Tci) Ii for iEZ,, where T(l), Tc2’, , T(“) are transformation functions of 
F. Suppose the theorem holds for all T (i), iEI,. Note that T(F”(O))Ij= T”‘(F”(O))Ij, 
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andjEf(T) iffjg2(T”‘) from Definition 2.8, so the theorem holds obviously for T by 
the induction hypothesis. 
In summary, we have completed the proof. 0 
We now prove Theorem 2.10. 
Proof of Theorem 2.10. We prove at first %(T(“)cW(T’~‘). Suppose there is 
a j&?(T"') such that j#%(T’*‘), i.e. j$O(F), jEy(T”‘) and j$$(T(“). Since j+@(F), 
there must be an ordinal t <y, such that F”(O)(j> 1. Without loss of generality, we 
assume < is the least ordinal having this property, so V{< 4: F<(O)lj= 1. This 5 must 
be a successor ordinal, since otherwise by Lemma 3.2, Fr(0)lj=luh(Fr(O): 
[<~}lj=luh{Fr(0)lj: [<<}=I. 5 cannot be 0, since F’(O) (j=Olj= i. 
NOW by Theorem 3.7, from jcy(7”“) we have T”‘(FS-‘(0))lj~F6(0)lj> I, and 
from j$4(TC2’) we get T’2’(Fr-1(0))lj=Fr-1(0)lj=l. This means T”‘(F~-‘(O))lj# 
TC2’(F5- ’ (0))lj, i.e. T(” # T@‘. 
This contradiction shows that %?(T(1))~%‘(T(2’). Similarly, we can prove 
%(TC1’)z%?(TC2’), hence %‘(T”‘)=%?(T’2’). 0 
Proposition 3.8. Zf Va <v]: T(P(O)) >F” ‘(0) then Ifixp( T) 3 lfixp(F). 
Proof. At first we prove that V/?< y: Tp(0)>FB(O) holds by transfinite induction. 
Basis: If p = 0, obviously To(O) 3 F”(O). 
Induction: If b > 0, suppose Vy < p: T?(O) > F’(O). If fl is a successor ordinal, we have 
T@(O)= T(TP-l(O))2 T(F”-1(0))3F’P-1’f’(0)=F”(O), since T is monotone by 
Theorem 3.4. If /? is a limit ordinal then, by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.1 
we have FB(0)=lub{FY(O): y<fl)<lub{TY(0): y<fl)=Tp(0). 
To sum up, we have proved that tlP<q: TP(0)2FP(O). So by Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1 
again, Ifixp(F)=lub{Fa(0): fi<q}<lub{TP(0): fl<q}=lfixp(T). 0 
Proposition 3.9. For jEl,,, ifjE%?(T) then V@<y: T(F”(O))lj3F”+‘(O)lj. 
Proof. If jg%(T), then jELo(F) orjE2(T). If jgQ(F), then V/?<u]: F8(0)Ij=l, there- 
fore for all a<~, if ~+l<v then F”+l(0))j=I, otherwise F”+‘(O)Jj=F’(O)Jj=I, 
where I<r] and Ifixp(F)=FA(0), hence T(Fa(0))lj~Fa’l(O)lj=l. Ifjef(T), then by 
Theorem 3.7, T(Fa(0))lj3FOLf1(O)lj. 0 
Finally, we come to the proof of Theorem 2.12. 
Proof of Theorem 2.12. “If”: If I,, = W(T), then by Proposition 3.9, VP< q: 
T(FB(0))lj>FPf’(O)Ijfor all jg1, hold, i.e. Vb<y: T(FD(0))3F”+1(0). Then by Prop- 
osition 3.8 and Corollary 3.6, Ifixp(F) = Ifixp(T). 
“Only if”: Suppose I,,#%‘(T), then there exists a jel,,, such that j$w(T), i.e. 
j+&(T) A 3y<q: FY(0)ij> 1. NOW we prove that Ifixp(T)#lfixp(F). To this end, we 
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first prove that V< < q: T<(O) (j = _L by transfinite induction. Note that by Theorem 3.4, 
for all UGP”, T(U)Ij=Ulj sincej$f(T). 
Basis: 5 = 0, trivial. 
Induction: If 5 > 0, suppose V’i < 5: Tr(0)lj = 1. If 5 is a successor ordinal, we have 
Tc(0)lj= T(Tc-‘(0))lj= T5-‘(0)lj= I; if 5 is a limit ordinal, by the induction hypoth- 
esis, Lemmas 2.2 and 3.2 we get Tr(0)lj=lub{Tc(O): [<<}lj=lub{T’(O)lj: 1<5}=1. 
To sum up we have got Vt<y: Tr(0)lj=I. So by Lemma 3.2 again, 
Ifixp(T)lj=lub(Td(0): G<y)(j=lub(Td(0)lj: 6<~}=1. On the other hand, 
FY(0)lj>I for some y<q holds implies Ifixp(F)lj=lub{F”(O): 6<~}lj>FY(0)lj>-L. 
So we get Ifixp( T) # Ifixp(F). 0 
The correctness of the unfolding Transformation 1 can be checked by Theorem 
2.12. Recall that Transformation 1 can be expressed as T, =Nfl)jI if 1~1, A l#k and 
Tk=NiklNii,jl(k, so f(T)=Z,, therefore it is correct. 
Remark 3.10. It is clear that each unfolding transformation [3] can be expressed by 
a transformation function T with f(T)= I,, so all unfolding transformations are 
correct. 
4. Correctness of fixpoint transformation functions 
In this section we will first extend the class of transformation functions to fixpoint 
transformation functions, which can express fixpoint transformations, and then prove 
Theorem 2.14 for the correctness of fixpoint transformation functions. Although 
having a more complex construction, a fixpoint transformation function behaves very 
much like a transformation function, as will be seen in the sequel. 
We now define jxpoint narrowings and study their properties, which are the basic 
functions to define jixpoint transformation functions in Section 4.2. 
4.1. Fixpoint narrowings and their properties 
Suppose bE P” with property b f F (b). We define now a set P”[b, F] = { UE P”: b d a, 
a < F(a)} c P”. Note that for all aE P”[b, F], b d a d F(a), by the monotone property of 
F we have b<F(a)<F(F(a)), therefore F(a)EP”[b, F]. This means F restricted to 
P”[b, F] is still a function on P”[b, F], which is obviously monotone with respect to 
the reduced order. 
Let us now take a chain CG P” [b, F] c_ P”. P” is a cpo, thus the least upper bound 
of C in P”, lub C exists. Since for all UE C, b < a < lub C, we get 6 da G F(a) < F(lub C), 
i.e. F(lub C) is an upper bound of C, so b < lub C< F(lub C), therefore lub CE P”[b, F]. 
It is easily seen that IubC is also the least upper bound of C in P”[b, F]. Hence 
(P”[b, F], <“) is a cpo with least element 6. Therefore, the least fixed point of 
F on P”[b, F] exists and is exactly the least fixed point of F greater than or equal 
to b on P”. 
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Now we define a function 0, : P”+ P”, for r c I,, as follows: 
@rta)li= 
{ 
I if ier, 
ali if i$r, 
where aEP”. A simple property of this function is the following. 
Proposition 4.1. Let N be a narrowing of F, then for all aEP”, qfcNj(a)d N(O,,,,(a)). 
Proof. If j$2(N), then ol,,,,,(a)ij=N(O,~(N)(a))lj by Theorem 3.3. If ME&, then 
@fcNi(a)lj= I d N(Of,,,(a))lj by the above definition. Therefore, @,,,,(a)< 
N(@,da)). 0 
So for any aEP”, the Kleene sequence of N on P”[O,,,,(a), N] will be {NC’](a): 
tl<q}, where N”](a) denotes N’(O fcNj(a)). By Lemma 2.2, for every d<r], N[@(a) is 
well defined and there is an ordinal i=A(a, N)< r] such that N[il(a)=lub(N[ol(a): 
8 <q> and VO < y: 0 3 3.-+ N[‘](a) = N[‘](a). This N[“](a) is actually the least fixed point 
of N on P”[O,,,,(a), N]. 
For 0 < y, as N[‘](a) is well defined for every aeP”, we actually have a function NC’]: 
P”-+P”. We then have the following definition. 
Definition 4.2 (Fixpoint narrowings). A fixpoint narrowing of F is a function 
r : P”+P” constructed from a narrowing N of F as follows: for all aEP”, 
T(a)=lub{N’B1(a): O<q}. 
The focus of r is f(N), denoted as 4(r). N is called the generator off. 
Remark 4.3. From Lemma 2.2 and the above discussion, we see that fixpoint nar- 
rowings are well defined. This definition shows that, like a narrowing, a fixpoint 
narrowing r of F is also totally determined by its focus. We sometimes denote r by 
r’,,,. In fact, for every r cI,, there is exactly one fixpoint narrowing of F, namely, r,, 
and if r =I,, r, is the constant function defined to be I’,(a)=Ifixp(F) for all aEP”. 
We shall first study the properties of fixpoint narrowings. Some laws of ordinal 
arithmetics (see e.g. [19]) will be used in the following. In particular, for any ordinal 
numbers CX, B,~,(a+B)+r=cc+(P+r), cc+j?~cc, x+fi>P, cc+fi>a+y if Par, and 
B+a>y+a if pay. 
Proposition 4.4. The function N . “I. P” + P” for 0 < q has the following properties: 
(1) Nto1 is monotone, 
(2) for all agP”, Nrel(a)(j=alj ifj#$(N). 
Proof. A direct transfinite induction on 0 will suffice. We omit the routine details. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Let N be a narrowing of F, then for all a<~, N[“](F”(O))> F*(O). 
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Proof. For cc<?, we will prove at first that VB<a: Nt”](F”(0))3Fe(0) by transfinite 
induction on 8. 
Basis: f3 = 0, trivial. 
Induction: If 0~ 0<a, assume for all p<e, NtP1(F”(0))>FP(O). We now prove that 
N’“l(F”(0)) > F@(O). 
If 8 is a successor ordinal, we have N’B1(F”(0))li=F”(O)li3FB(O)li if i$$(N). 
For ie$(N), from the induction hypothesis, Definition 2.6 and Theorem 3.3, 
we have N~B1(F”(O))~~~N(N’e~‘1(F”(O)))~~3N(Fe~’(O))~~~F(FB~‘(O))~~~Fe(O)~~~ 
Thus N”‘(F’(0)) 2 F’(0). 
If 8 is a limit ordinal, by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.1, Fe(O) = lub{FB(0): 
P<e} blub{NIP’(F”(0)): fi<e} = N”l(F’(O)). 
To sum up, we have proved V86c(: Nte1(F”(0))3Fe(0). Specially, we have 
N[“l(F”(O)) > F”(O). 0 
Proposition 4.6. Let N be a narrowing of F, then for all SI, l3<q, Nrel(Fa(0))< F’+‘(O). 
Proof. For CI < q, we prove V/8< n: Nfel(Fa(0))< Far+’ (0) by transfinite induction on 8. 
Basis: If 8=0, obviously Ntol(Fa(0))= OfcNJ(Fa(0))d F”(O)= F’+‘(O). 
Induction: If 8>0, assume for all /I< 8, Nrpl(F”(0))< F”+P(0), we prove now that 
N”‘(F3(0))< Fa+e(0). 
If 0 is a successor ordinal, by Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 2.2, we have 
N[el(Fb(0))/i= F”(O)lid Fafe(0)li if i$$(N). For icy(N), from Definition 2.6, the 
induction hypothesis and Theorem 3.3, we get N”I(F”(O))~i= N(Nt’- ‘I(F”(O)))li~ 
N(F “‘(8-‘)(0))li=F(F*‘(8-l’(O))li=Fa+(e-1)+l (O)li=F”“(O)Ii. Hence Ntel(Fa(0))d 
F’+‘(O). 
If 8 is a limit ordinal, from VP< 8: N[“](F”(O))< F”+“(O)< Fa+e(0), we have 
Nrel(F”(0))=lub{NIP1(Fa(O)): fi<fI} <F”+‘(O). 
To sum up, we have proved V0<y: Ntel(Fa(0))< F’+‘(O). 0 
Proposition 4.7. Let r be a jxpoint narrowing of F, then VCY <g: T(FOL(0))>Fa(O). 
Proof. Let N be the generator of r. By Proposition 4.5, we have VlB<q, 
N[el(Fe(0))> F’(O), SO r(Fa(0))=lub{N[el(FE(O)): 8<q} 2 N1al(Fa(0))aFa(O). There- 
fore, V’a < ye: T(F’(O)) 3 F”(O). 0 
Theorem 4.8. Ij”r is a Jixpoint narrowing of F, then lfixp(F)~fixp(r). 
Proof. Let N be the generator of r. By Lemma 2.2 we know that there exists a A< y, 
such that lfixp(F) = lub {F”(O): CI < q} = F ‘(0). By Proposition 4.6 we have for this A, 
Vd<q: N’el(F”(0))<FA+e(O)=F”(O). So T(F”(0))=lub{Ntel(F”(O)): 8<q} <F”(O), i.e. 
~(lfixp(F))dIfixp(F). On the other hand, by Proposition 4.7 we have r(F’(O))> FA(0), 
i.e. r(lfixp(F)) 3 Ifixp(F). Therefore, r(lfixp(F)) = Ifixp(F), i.e. lfixp(F)~fixp(r). 0 
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Theorem 4.9. For a jixpoint narrowing r of F and aEP”, we have 
(1) r is monotone, 
(2) r(a)Ij=alj ifj+Ya(r), 
(3) Ifixp(F)~fixp(r). 
Proof. By (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.4, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 4.8 and Definition 4.2, 
they are obviously true. 0 
4.2. Fixpoint transformation functions 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.14 about the correctness of fixpoint 
transformation functions. Readers may recall the definition of fixpoint transformation 
functions (Definition 2.13) in Section 2.3. First we have a property of fixpoint 
transformation functions similar to Theorem 3.4 as follows. 
Theorem 4.10. Let Il be a jixpoint transformation function of F and aeP”, then 
(1) Il is monotone, 
(2) n(a)Ij=alj ifj$Y(W9 
(3) Ifixp(F)~fixp(II). 
Proof. We can prove it by structural induction on 17. With Theorems 3.3 and 4.9, the 
proof is trivial, we omit the details. 0 
Corollary 4.11. If I7 is a jixpoint transformation function of F, then lfixp(I7) <Ifixp(F). 
Theorem 4.12. Let Ill be a fixpoint transformation function of F, then for all CI < q, if 
jE2(l7) then 17(Fa(0))lj>,Fa+1(O)lj otherwise n(Fa(0))lj=FG(O)lj. 
Proof. The theorem can be proved by structural induction on 17. The proof is quite 
similar to that of Theorem 3.7, here we will just show the basic induction step where 
Il is a narrowing or a fixpoint narrowing. 
If Il is a narrowing, the proof is done like in the proof of Theorem 3.7. If Zl is 
a fixpoint narrowing of F, say, r, we have the following two cases. 
Case i: jEy(n)=$(T). Suppose N is the generator of r, then by Proposition 4.5, 
we have 17(Fn(0))~j=~(F”(0))~j=lub{N[01(F”(O)): e<r}lj3N’“+‘I(F”(O))lj= 
N(N1a1(F”(O)))~j~N(F”(O))lj=F(F”(O))lj=F”+’(O)lj. Hence n(Fa(0))lj3F”“(O)lj. 
Case ii: j$2(Z7)=y((r). Then by Theorem 4.9(2), we have 17(Fa(0))lj=Fa(0)~j. 
Now we are done with the basis of the induction. 0 
So far we can see that the properties of a fixpoint transformation function are quite 
similar to those of a transformation function. It can easily be shown that Theorem 
2.10 and Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 for transformation functions also hold for fixpoint 
transformation functions. Therefore, Theorem 2.14 can be proved similarly. Again 
details are omitted. 
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Now let us consider Transformation 2 again. It is easily seen that it has I, as its 
focus, so it is correct by Theorem 2.14. 
4.3. An extension 
Fixpoint transformation functions dealt with in Section 4.2 are composed induc- 
tively of narrowings of fixpoint transformation functions of F and (only) fixpoint 
narrowings of F, as seen in Definition 2.13. Note that fixpoint narrowings of F can just 
express those fixpoint transformations that resolve the original equation x= F(x) in 
some variables, so fixpoint transformation functions cannot directly express the 
transformations that resolve some variables in transformed equations, like Transforma- 
tion 3. But it is easily seen that a fixpoint transformation on x = n(x) can be expressed 
by a fixpoint narrowing of IT. Having the results achieved in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we 
can simply extend fixpoint transformation functions to cover such transformations. 
In the following, a narrowing of a function G will be denoted by NG, and a fixpoint 
narrowing by r, to emphasize that it is a narrowing or fixpoint narrowing of G. 
Sometimes NG and r, will be written as NG, ,. and r,, ,. to emphasize also their focus r. 
Note that in order for NG and l-e to exist, it is sufficient to guarantee that G is 
monotone. 
Definition 4.13 (Fixpoint transformation functions). Let F : P”-+P” be a monotone 
function, then 
(1) a narrowing N of F is a fixpoint transformation function of F. Its focus is 2(N), 
(2) if @ is a fixpoint transformation function of F and %(@)=I,,, then a fixpoint 
narrowing of @, r,, is a fixpoint transformation function of F. Its focus is $(r,); 
(3) if @l’, @(” are fixpoint transformation functions of F, then their composition, 
@(2’@(1’, is a fixpoint transformation function of F: &(~‘2’~“‘)=&(~‘1’)u~(~(2’); 
(4) if @“, QC2’, .. . , @“) are fixpoint transformation functions of F, then the function 
@: P”-+P” constructed by @i = CJCi’ji for iEZ, is a fixpoint transformation function of F: 
y(Q)= {iEZ,: iE$(@(“)}. 
Note that the condition I, =%?(a) in (2) is necessary. From the properties of fixpoint 
narrowings presented in Section 4.1, we clearly see that this extension is well defined. 
With similar techniques to that used in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we can simply prove the 
following propositions, routine details are again omitted. 
Proposition 4.14. For a jixpoint transformation function @ of F, 
(1) @ is molzotone. 
(2) For ~11 UEP” and j##(@), @(U)Ij=Ulj. 
Proposition 4.15. Let @ be ajixpoint transformation function of F and NG be a narrow- 
ing of@, then 
(1) @(lfixp(F)) <Ifixp(F), 
(2) for all ct, 8~1, N!+$(F”(O))<lfixp(F). 
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Proposition 4.16. Let 0 be ajixpoint transformation function of F and No be a narrow- 
ing of @, then 
(1) for all je$(@) and a<~, ~(F”(O))IjBF”“(O)lj, 
(2) ifIn = %‘(@), then for all CI < q, N$](F”(O)) 3 F”(O). 
From these propositions, Theorems 4.10 and 2.10 follow directly for @. Hence 
Theorem 2.14 for the correctness still holds for @. 
We have already shown that Transformation 2 can be expressed by a fixpoint 
transformation function Il with f(n)=I,,, so Transformation 3 can be expressed 
by @: 
if 1~1, A If i, k, 
if l=i, 
if l=k 
and @’ is 
if IEI, A lfi, j, 
if I= i, 
if l=j. 
So y(@)=I, and therefore Transformation 3 is correct. 
5. Application 
In this section we will give some examples to show the application of our results. 
5.1. Formal languages 
In [l], formal languages defined by certain group of equations, where they were 
called equational languages, were studied. One application of that theory was a direct 
proof of the known fact that context-free languages are closed under union, con- 
catenation and star closure. The whole theory was based on a special case 
of the following corollary when (Q, 6)=(9, G), where 9 is the set of lan- 
guages Y={L: LcZ*} on a finite set C, and A:5P’+“+.S?“‘and B:6pmfn-+Yn are 
continuous. 
Corollary 5.1. Let Q be a cpo, A : Q”‘+“+Q” and B : Qm+n+Q” are monotone, and u, v 
range over Q”, Q”, respectively, then the transformation in Section 2.3 of system 
of equations (5) into system of equations (6) is correct. 
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Proof. Let F =(A, B), so the system of equations (5) is (u, u)= F(u. u). The system of 
equations (6) is (u, u) = n(u, u), where 
{ 
r 
ni= 
(1,2,...,mjli if i=l,&...,W 
N{i]n’li if i=m+l,m+2,...,m+n 
and II’ is 
n;= r(1,2 ,,__, m)li if i=l,%...,m, 
N,li if i=m+l,m+2 ,..., m+n, 
so the transformation is correct by Theorem 2.14. 
Remark 5.2. This simple corollary, appearing in various restricted forms, is used for 
program verification [S, Chapter 51, program transformation [9] and relational 
database query theory [13], etc. 
5.2. Chaotic least fixed point computations 
Not only are many theories in computer science related directly to systems of 
equations, but also many practical discrete problems appearing in various areas, such 
as program flow analysis [17, 123, program verification [6], combinatorial optimiza- 
tions [a], etc. These application problems are usually expressed as systems of equa- 
tions on finite cpos, and solving the problems are directly turned over to computing 
the least solutions of the systems of equations. Here we will treat of chaotic iterative 
least fixed point algorithms in general and give a simple proof of their correctness 
using our results. 
By Lemma 2.2, a direct algorithm to compute the least fixed point of F is as follows. 
Algorithm 1. Plain iterations 
fp=O 
while fp # F(fp) do 
fp = F (fp) 
end 
fp will be the least fixed point of F when the program terminates. In a single processor 
system the chaotic version of this algorithm [6, 12,201 can be more efficiently 
implemented. 
Algorithm 2. Chaotic iterations 
(i) fp=O 
(ii) while fpli # Fi(fp) for some ill, do 
(iii) fpli = Fi(fp) 
(iv) end 
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The correctness of this algorithm has been shown elsewhere. What is new in our 
approach here is that we view a chaotic iteration process as transformations on the 
system of equations, therefrom we obtain a very simple proof of the correctness using 
the results in the paper. This viewpoint is applicable to parallel asynchronous 
iterations as well. 
Theorem 5.3. During the execution of Algorithm 2, every time the control goes to (ii), the 
value of fp at the moment is equal to T(O), f or certain transformation function T of F. 
Proof. This can be proved by induction on the number of times the control reaches 
(ii). At the first time, fp=O= N@(O). Suppose at the kth time, fp= T(0). If the program 
terminates afterwards, i.e. it goes directly from (ii) to (iv), then we are done. Otherwise 
some i is chosen and fpli will be modified at (iii), and then the program goes the 
(k + 1)th time to (ii). Clearly at this moment fp = T’(O), where 
T;= 
i 
FTli if fpli is just modified, 
Ti otherwise, 
so we complete the proof. 0 
The algorithm is correct since when it terminates, the fp obtained will satisfy: 
(a) fp= F(fp); (b) there is a transformation function T of F such that fp= T(0). 
(a) means lfixp(F) < fp and (b) implies that fp = T(0) < Ifixp(T) d Ifixp(F) by Corollary 
3.6, hence fp = Ifixp(F). 
6. Conclusion 
In the paper the correctness of transformation functions on complete posets is 
fully investigated, a necessary and sufficient condition judging if a transformation 
function is correct is presented. An extended form of transformation functions, 
fixpoint transformation functions, are also well studied, and a similar condition is 
given to judge their correctness. Although our primary goal was to study the 
correctness of transformations, our results reveal fixed point properties of a large class 
of functions, and can be applied to various problems, as demonstrated by the 
examples. 
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